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Introduction
Those even considering adding an employee suggestion program to their organizations are
already ahead of the game.
The changing nature of work means many things for businesses, including the fact that
employee engagement has never been more important than now.
First, job hopping is less taboo than it used to be. It is almost expected these days,
especially among millennials, as 91%

of millennials plan to stay at a job for less than

three years.

Recession-era layoffs and the practical disappearance of pension plans has reduced the
notion of security in corporate America. In turn, workers are looking for purpose in their jobs.
Second, notoriously ambitious millennials are eager to progress in their careers. If they don’t
find learning and promotion opportunities at their current company, they are likely to look
for those things elsewhere.
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Introduction
These trends prove the need for employee engagement and retention. It’s a multi-faceted
initiative, and process improvement and innovation has a lot to do with it. People want to
work on cutting-edge and meaningful ideas, and they need a well-run organization to do
that in.
Employee suggestion programs are at the forefront of all of this. With employee suggestion
programs, managers can listen to employee suggestions and identify ideas for process
improvements or new products. This way, employees can directly affect the bottom line,
which helps for both engagement and retention rates.
Managers reading this eBook may have some skepticism about the effectiveness of
employee suggestion programs, or, they may feel inspired to launch one but confused on
just where to start.
In this eBook, we’ll address all of these things. We’ll look at some problems with current
approaches to suggestion programs, explain the benefits of a digital solution, and give tips
on how to successfully launch an employee suggestion program (sometimes referred to as
an idea program).
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Chapter 1:
The Problem With
Most Suggestion
Programs
(And How Digital Solutions Help)

Chapter 1: The Problem With Most Suggestion Programs
Go into some companies or organizations and
mention the phrase, “employee suggestion program,”
and you may generate a loud and painful groan. Fact
is, though paved with good intentions a good
percentage of organizational suggestion programs
aimed at employees have failed….miserably.
Why? What could be wrong with a program with a
defined purpose of generating solutions to problems
by those closest to them?
The reality is that many suggestion programs begin with a wooden box on the wall or a
Sharepoint form that’s passed around the office. While well-meaning, the programs lack
focus, are poorly communicated. Most importantly, they don’t result in major changes to the
organization or solutions being implemented to defined problems.

“They become a complaint box filled
with bubble-gum or garbage.”
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Chapter 1: The Problem With Most Suggestion Programs

Problem: Lack of adoption
Employees either don’t know about the box on the wall, they don’t care to submit ideas to
the box, or the process to submit ideas is too cumbersome with no communication. An
employee suggestion program can’t exist without employee suggestions!

How Digital Suggestion Programs Solve This:
People actually use digital suggestion boxes.
With digital suggestion boxes, employees have a
voice with a tool that’s available 24x7. Most people
are online during the work day. A digital system is
easier to access and remember than a box on a wall
in some random part of the building. Notification
features like push notifications, email alerts and
program reminders keep digital products top of mind
and make them integrated part of work days.
Finally, digital suggestion boxes can be accessed from
anywhere in or out of the office. The growing popularity
of smartphones (58% of American adults have one)
mean that employees are more connected than ever before, and the boundaries between
professional and personal time are ever more cloudy. Of course, there are drawbacks.
Bosses can email employees late at night. But there are benefits to this, too, when it comes
to digital suggestion boxes. An idea may come up at 11pm at night while the employee is sitting on the couch and actually has time to do the research on a new idea. With an electronic
idea program it can be easily submitted from anywhere on any device.
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Chapter 1: The Problem With Most Suggestion Programs

Problem: No management buy-in
Without management buy-in for employee suggestion programs, ideas won’t be
implemented. If no one takes action on ideas, employees feel they are still not being heard.
This only leads to more disengagement and frustration, as employees think they wasted
time submitting ideas for nothing.
This ensures the program fails, and makes it harder to bring back to life in the future
“Remember that mess of a program we ran five years ago? No way. Won’t even try THAT
again.”

How Digital Suggestion Programs Solve This:
Digital suggestion boxes get management in on the action.
Features like Vocoli’s Challenges involve leadership and get employees excited about
participating. The Challenges feature allows managers to post a “request for a solution”
to known problems within the organization. This focuses feedback in a positive way and
makes it solution-oriented. The problem is already identified. It’s easier for employees to
think it over and get involved.
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Chapter 1: The Problem With Most Suggestion Programs

Problem: Many complaints, few solutions
Most people are good at pointing out what’s wrong.
Unfortunately, few take ownership and work to come up
with creative solutions to those problems. A wooden box
on the wall only exacerbates this pattern. With a wooden
suggestion box, workers are freely allowed to anonymously
write down complaints without giving much thought or
research to a solution. In other words, lack of accountability
or ownership.

How Digital Suggestion Programs Solve This:
The user-flow of digital suggestion boxes channel complaints
into solutions.
They provide a workflow specifically designed to encourage
research and solutions, defining what the specific problem,
what their solution is, how it’ll be implemented, how much it
will cost, and what the benefits (financial or non-financial)
will be.
Because without those details addressed in the suggestion,
the user can’t hit “submit.” Additionally, digital suggestion
boxes require users to sign up with their real names.
This prevents impulsive, anonymous complaints and it helps
real employee suggestions to shine.
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Chapter 1: The Problem With Most Suggestion Programs

Problem: No one checks the suggestion boxes
Unfortunately, many employee suggestion programs are just lip service. Sure, the box is
there on the wall or the form is available through a shared Google Doc or homegrown
Sharepoint app. Managers need to be realistic, though. It’s logistically difficult to go into a
wooden box each week or filter through a list of disorganized ideas in a rudimentary
database, and organize and follow up on those suggestions.
Remote offices and organizations with multiple locations - which are becoming more and
more common - make this process especially tricky.

How Digital Suggestion Programs Solve This:
It’s simple to check a digital suggestion box.
It is easier to login to an online program, view suggestions, and comment in real-time than it
is to shuffle around little slips of paper and schedule individual follow-up meetings.
In addition, a well-designed
digital suggestion program
will have collaboration
and crowdsourcing
capabilities to ensure
submitted ideas are more
developed, and once
submitted, gives program
administrators the tools to
organize new ideas, contact with submitters, stages or statuses of submissions, and
reporting to determine the ROI and success of the program. Which leads us to analytics...
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Chapter 1: The Problem With Most Suggestion Programs

Problem: It’s impossible to tell if this is working
Are people submitting suggestions? Are any of them nearly good enough to implement?
Which internal marketing programs are working? How engaged is my workforce? With an
offline approach, it’s nearly impossible to see how the program is doing because managers
don’t have objective data.

How Digital Suggestion Programs Solve This:
It’s simple: Analytics.
Analytics help leadership evaluate new ideas
and get a sense of the progress of the program.
Data helps managers decide what ideas to
implement and what ideas need further research.
It also improves managers’ presentations of ideas
during meetings, as comment volume can be an
objective indicator of popularity.
Finally, analytics give indicators of the most engaged
employees by highlighting who has commented the
most and who has contributed the most new ideas.
This shows which employees could be deserving of
recognition. In fact, a well-designed program may have a points system that may not only
reward contributors for the best ideas, but for those who are most active and contribute to
the success and energy of the program.
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Chapter 2:
How to Gain Buy-In
for a Suggestion Box

Chapter 2: How to Gain By-In for a Suggestion Box
By now the opportunity that an online employee suggestion program offers is probably
obvious, and you may see the potential for a program at your office. Here, we’ll dive into
some tips on how managers can gain buy-in for one of these programs.

1) Know the History of Employee Suggestions or
Idea Programs at the Company
To build a solid case for internal idea programs, managers need to gather the history of
other similar programs at their companies.
Employee suggestion program managers should first find out if there is a wooden
suggestion box, a program on their intranet, or a monitored email address for ideas at their
company. Ask if one particular department has initiatives like this (or if independent
departments have their own programs). Learn what went well and what went wrong with
previous attempts.
Managers shouldn’t assume they are aware of under-the-radar programs or what went on
in the past. Ask around and collect information while forming the employee suggestion
strategy. If it suffered a massive failure, it might be helpful to understand why. Was it lack of
adoption? Was it too focused on gathering ideas (also known as the front-end of innovation
or FEI), but not focused enough on evaluating and implementing ideas? Was there a lack of
ROI or measurement?
All of these questions may help you develop a strong case for implementation down the
road, by focusing on how this program will fix those issues.
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2) Develop a Strong Case for ROI
The most compelling cases for ROI depend on the executive teams’ top concerns.
However, for just about any company initiative out there, there’s a data-backed reason why
employee engagement works. Here are a few idea starters:
If they care about employee retention…
Tell them to consider this: A study from The Center for
“It could cost up to
American Progress shows that for an average American
$10,000 to replace an
employee earning less than $50,000, the average cost
of replacing that employee is 20 percent of that person’s employee that earns
annual salary. That 20% covers simply replacing that one $50,000 a year...”
employee and doesn’t take into account the less-tangible
impacts. What about lowered morale? What about each individuals’ proprietary knowledge
of the business? What about the cost to recruit or train replacements?
If they care about keeping that competitive edge…
Tell them to consider the many many benefits of employee ideas and intrapreneurship.
Gmail, Sony Playstation and Post-It Notes are among the famous products started by
suggestions by employees within their respective companies.

3) Address Common Concerns
Lack of employee participation (otherwise known as adoption) is a common concern about
any employee suggestion or idea program program -- digital or traditional. Managers should
intentionally address those concerns in their presentations and explain how they plan to
drive involvement, both at the start of the program and as it matures.
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Chapter 3:
How to Promote
an Employee
Suggestion Program
Internally

Chapter 3: How to Promote an Employee Suggestion Program Internally
Getting an employee suggestion program off the ground is a nice start. But if no one uses it,
what’s the point?
Gaining buy-in to get the tool (as outlined in the previous chapter) is only half the battle.
After a manager gets senior leadership to sign off on budget, that manager has to gain
buy-in from the actual stakeholders who will be using the tool.
It’s a tall order, and here’s why.

People are Busy
People are busier than ever. Or rather, they feel
busier than ever. Americans are overworked and
overstressed, but the data shows that they don’t
work more hours than they did in the 1960’s, 1970’s,
or 1980’s.
A number of things are to blame for this perception.
Work doesn’t begin and end at the office. We laugh
at cat videos on our work computers and answer
emails in front of the TV in the evenings.
The flexibility is great, but the lack of boundaries
makes it hard to escape the shadow of work.
The variety of opportunities is both a blessing and a curse. There’s always a new skill for our
children to learn, or six new cupcake recipes we MUST try on Pinterest.
This all goes to show why people feel busier, and why they’re often resistant to do anything
additional that feels like work.

People Already Use a Lot of “Tools”
Working at a big organization means there are an obscene number of logins and systems to
keep track of.
There’s email, then there’s a CRM. HR has a benefits management program. Marketing has
a marketing analytics program. Facilities has as building management program. Finance,
meanwhile, shuffles through about 5,000,000 Excel spreadsheets day-in and day-out.
And these are just work tools.
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There is also a litany of social networks and apps to keep track of, and according to the Pew
Research Center, people are tired of it. Research shows that 61% of Americans take a few
weeks off from Facebook each year. Additional research from social login company Janrain
reports that the average American has to remember five or more unique online passwords
for all of these different websites and apps.
It can all get a bit overwhelming.
This is all to say that the presentation of another tool needs to be justified. Why are we
using this? What’s in it for me? How will it make our company better?
It’s clear that internal champions have their work cut out for them when it comes to earning
adoption of yet another program, such as an innovation management or suggestion
platform.
These approaches may hold the answer.

1) The White Label Model
						
This approach creates a program that is focused on a
						cultural shift towards innovation, and gives the pro		
						
gram internal branding coordinated with the organiza
						tion’s overall brand and message.
						
Employee suggestion program managers may hold on to
					
the name of the innovation program itself,
						
sometimes third party software has more credibility.
						
(For example, Vocoli customers who take this approach
						
will usually include branding on the interface that says
						“powered by Vocoli.”)
						
Idea program managers can use email newsletters, videos, and internal signage to pitch the branded program to their organization, and how it ties
into the overall company mission, values and vision.
It’s valuable to start small with idea management and focus on small changes, start with one
department, or a pilot/beta group. However, selling the big, broad vision for what this means
for the company, and giving that vision a special name, is a great way to communicate why
fostering innovation through ideas (both big game-changers and small tactical
improvements) is so important to the organization.
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2) The Top-Down Method
Executive buy-in was important to get the budget.
It could also hold the answer for the roll out of the
product.
As mentioned, in Vocoli, we’re proud of our
Challenges feature. Instead of simply asking idea
contributors to define both the problem and the
solution during an idea submission, challenges
allow program moderators and experts to
describe specific and nagging organizational
problems, and crowdsource solutions from
contributors.
To gain participation from a wider audience, position
Challenges as an opportunity for leadership, business
owners and experts to get involved (at least at the beginning). Launching an employee
innovation platform internally with some pre-filled challenges is a powerful way to get the
conversation started. Some of our clients have even had their first challenge as naming the
suggestion program, a great way to get the ball rolling.
Just think about it like a middle school dance: no one wanted to be that first person on the
dance floor. The same thing goes for starting conversations in an any kind of online forum.
This is a way to get the conversation started, and because it’s coming from leadership or
key stakeholders, the value to the team member to respond is abundantly clear. (We all want
to look good in front of the boss.)

3) Start With One Division, Location or a Pilot Group
There is a ton to be said for starting small.
A single marketing campaign, product feature, or any incremental improvement exclusive
to one location may never achieve the notoriety of other employee innovations like Gmail.
However, small ideas get the ball rolling and serve as a successful example for other units
to get excited about. Starting with one unit lets program managers work out any kinks and
establish processes on a small scale before rolling it out to the whole company.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion
In many cases, a digital suggestion platform mitigates the challenges of adoption and
implementation that traditional suggestion programs may see. A digital suggestion box isn’t
a magic bullet, though.

“Effective adoption is one
of the primary drivers of
success (or failure) of an
ideation program.”

Even with a great suggestion program,
managers still need a proactive approach to
internally marketing their program. Effective
adoption is one of the primary drivers of
success (or failure) of an ideation program,
so this step cannot be overlooked.
This is why starting with small ideas focused
on operational efficiencies or keeping the program to one unit at the beginning works. The
initial success can spark interest for others to get involved, and ultimately help you achieve
your goals of process improvement and employee engagement.
At

Vocoli we love helping our clients with all of these steps.
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